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A B S T R A C T

Road traffic congestion is an important issue in modern cities, however most existing traffic

jam identification solutions are based on expensive facilities such as sensors or transport

probe infrastructure with high deployment and management costs. As a result of the cost,

such solutions are not ubiquitously deployed. The extensive use of smart mobile devices

furnished with location-based competencies and the global popularity of microblogging ap-

plications like Twitter offers an opportunity to tackle these problems. Twitter users can serve

as human traffic sensors providing real-time reflections of current traffic situations. However,

these data can contain extensive personal privacy information that demands privacy pre-

serving mechanisms for the user location and their current trajectory. Differential privacy

can ensure that degrees of privacy in these trajectories can be preserved whilst allowing

data analysis and mining of the Twitter content. This paper proposes an innovative private

trajectories release model and associated algorithms with differential privacy guarantees

that considers both data privacy and data utility. This includes development of a private

reference system for calibrating separate (raw) users trajectories across obfuscated anchor

points; construction of privacy supporting noise-enhanced prefix trees to release synthe-

sis data privately, and comprehensive evaluation of both the accuracy and utility of the

solutions in terms of a set of evaluation metrics based on real-life tweets-based user tra-

jectories across the city of Melbourne.
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1. Introduction

With the extensive use of smart mobile devices furnished with
location-based competencies and the global popularity of micro-
blogging applications like Twitter, new possibilities now exist
for collection of near real-time transport data. Tweets, espe-
cially generated by car drivers, passengers and other pedestrians
near roads, can be regarded as indicators of real-time traffic
conditions. This however raises privacy issues. It is vital to
perform behavioural identification and pattern mining over tra-
jectories to provide traffic monitoring information with

individual privacy protected, particularly when it might be used
for malicious purposes against Tweeters. Differential privacy
(Dwork et al. 2006) has been broadly adopted to protect the
privacy of sensitive data including location and trajectory data.
It can rigorously protect the privacy of individual location and
trajectory information whilst still providing synthesised data
for analysis. Approaches that can limit the dangers of leaking
location privacy would encourage more users to share their lo-
cation information. However, when spatial temporal data in
social media are released and used to aid in monitoring traffic
congestion, there are several challenges that emerge due to the
heterogeneity and complex nature of trajectories. Firstly,
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de Montjoye et al. (2013) showed that over 90% of trajectories
can be identified using no more than 4 given locations.
Furthermore, coarse and fine sample approaches lead to sig-
nificantly different results. Consequently, it is crucial to propose
privacy preserving trajectory publication solutions for social
media under differential privacy mechanisms whilst support-
ing the use of such data more generally, e.g. for congestion
identification.

The goal of this paper is to support a privacy supporting
trajectory calibration and publication system leveraging dif-
ferential privacy as the basis for social media location data
obfuscation and protection. Existing research works on tra-
jectories with privacy guarantees have several restrictions and
drawbacks. They are imperfect for sampling raw trajectories
using fixed time or space intervals. Most real life evaluations
privacy approaches only address short trajectories across a small
quantity of locations (e.g. metro stations) in restricted space
areas and the reference systems adopted for sampling raw tra-
jectories are often inefficient and without privacy guarantees.
Chen et al. (2012a) and Chen et al. (2013) provided a non-
interactive synthesis of trajectories (sequence) with differential
privacy guarantees but restricted their solution to short se-
quences across metro stations. When dealing with larger scale
space areas and more realistic scenarios, e.g. trajectories analy-
sis over traffic in cities, this approach is ineffective. Moreover,
it is insufficient to build static noisy prefix trees (modelling tra-
jectories), since there is a need for differential privacy
guarantees as the number of nodes in the tree increases. Chen
et al. (2012a) used an n-gram approach to improve this, but this
led to trajectory and sequence information loss. Su et al. (2013)
proposed a trajectory calibrating solution to publish trajecto-
ries, but without privacy preserving mechanisms. The model
proposed here adopts a new privacy and accuracy-preserving
reference system to extract privacy-demanding feature-
based anchors which can subsequently be used to calibrate
sequences from raw trajectories. This provides a private tra-
jectory data sensitisation approach that scales to large spatial
domains reflecting realistic trajectories as it occurs over large-
scale real life social media data. The main contributions of this
work are: (1) development of a privacy preserving reference
system that can be used for protecting arbitrary trajectories,
(2) improved utility of synthesised data under differential
privacy guarantees, and (3) support for a privacy-preserving tra-
jectory data publication solution that can scale to large space-
time domains that reflect realistic trajectories that arise in large-
scale social networks.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the related works with focus on those that explore the
advantages of differential privacy compared to other ap-
proaches used for protecting trajectories. Section 3 introduces
the preliminary concepts used in the work as well as provid-
ing an overview of the solution. Section 4 presents the Private
Reference System adopted in the work. Section 5 presents the
Private Trajectories Release that has been adopted. The threat
model and assumptions are defined in Section 6 and privacy
analysis is performed as well. Section 7 presents the experi-
mental results of the privacy-preserved trajectories using Twitter
data focused especially on traffic events identified through social
media. Finally Section 8 draws conclusions on the work as a
whole and outlines areas of future work.

2. Related work

Many solutions have been proposed to detect and estimate
public transport issues in urban areas based on large-scale or
small-scale trajectories data. These works have clearly dem-
onstrated that whilst individuals’ trajectories are highly
heterogeneous, they can often be predicted. However publish-
ing raw individual trajectories raises many privacy issues. Many
of these issues are discussed in Xue et al. (2009).

Differential privacy presented in Dwork et al. (2006) has been
broadly adopted to protect the sensitive data in geospatial lo-
cations (Andrés et al. 2013), the sequential data (Chen et al.
2012a) and trajectory-based data (He et al. 2015). Andrés et al.
(2013) demonstrated that sensitive data in locations could be
protected by using reasonable amounts of noise, whilst main-
taining considerable utility for location-based services. To
evaluate the capacity for geo-indistinguishability, i.e. to protect
the sensitive data of a user’s points of interest (POIs), Primault
et al. (2014) harvested real life mobility trajectories from two
diverse databases and showed that geo-indistinguishability is
often insufficient as adversaries can identify at least 63% of
users and the utility of location data may be inaccurate after
being perturbed. Ho and Ruan (2011) introduced a classical ap-
proach to implement a differentially private solution for location
data mining, aimed at providing a private location pattern
mining method to release the results of this clustering algo-
rithm for the public with sensitive data protected, however this
could not scale to large scale data. Based on the results of these
explorations, the benefit of differentially private approaches
for location and trajectories privacy is that it provides a rig-
orous privacy model to defend sensitive data in spatial
information whilst still ensuring considerable utility of the
synthesised data for analysis and mining.

Other works have implemented differential privacy to pre-
serve sensitive data in trajectories for safe mining and analysis.
Examples such as Pratesi et al. (2013); Chen et al. (2012a); Ho
and Ruan (2011); and Chen et al. (2013) have explored differ-
entially private trajectories (or sequential) data synthesis
solutions protecting sensitive data from potential attacks (i.e.
re-identification attacks). Chen et al. (2012a, 2013) represent
trajectories based on the prefix tree structure and released
synthesised trajectories from a differentially private noisy prefix
tree. However, due to the heterogeneous nature of raw trajec-
tories, there is a great amount of sequence pattern from root
to leaf nodes especially when leaf nodes are sparse. More-
over, their approach to dealing with empty nodes to build noisy
prefix trees is based on threshold filtering. Specifically, this ap-
proach filters candidate nodes with small noise counts which
are more likely to be noise. It is often hard to decide on the
appropriate filter threshold, as too low a threshold will intro-
duce an excess of noise, whilst too high a threshold will
eliminate true data items. Chen et al. (2012b) proposed a novel
solution to release raw trajectory datasets with differential
privacy guarantees. They proposed a variable-length n-gram
method to improve the utility of differentially private trajec-
tories using a noisy synthesis approach. However, the drawback
of this solution is their n-gram model simply cuts all se-
quences to sequences of at least lmax length to build their
exploration tree, hence, considerable information is lost
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especially when applied to large spatial scale domains. Fur-
thermore, another limitation of these kinds of solutions is that
only short trajectories across a few locations are taken into
account and they cannot be easily scaled to larger spatial
domains with massive trajectories. In addition, post-processing
experimental analysis is insufficient especially when scaling
solutions to hierarchical counts of trajectories, e.g. traffic flows.

Su et al. (2013) and Chen et al. (2012b) present a trajecto-
ries publication method using Markov assumptions to improve
the utility. However, the performance is unclear and may suffer
from overfitting the data when scaled to large space-time
domains, and their associated impact on accuracy is unknown.
These novel approaches attempt to handle problems existing
in implementing Markov models for the trajectories (se-
quences). Unfortunately, when facing real life unconstrained
trajectories data with increasing space-time domain sizes, in-
creased quantities of transitions are possible.

When the amount of nodes in the tree increases, greater
quantities of noise are needed to guarantee differential privacy.
Consequently, the major barrier of existing approaches for
private trajectories release is how to handle the excess of can-
didates, i.e. where more noise amounts can significantly damage
the utility of the data. Appropriate discretisation of the tra-
jectory domains can reduce the magnitude of the trajectory
datasets hence tackle heterogeneous trajectories, however this
increases the likelihood of privacy issues arising. Pratesi et al.
(2013) adopted a reference system with homogeneous refer-
ences to decrease the scale of possible transitions. However,
this reference system is coarse grained and without privacy
guarantee mechanisms. He et al. (2015) use a hierarchical ref-
erence system to capture serial time intervals of raw individual
trajectories which can reduce location loss. In addition, they
propose a privacy preserving synthesis mechanism under
ε-differential privacy that is used to support a hierarchical ref-
erence system to discretise an individual’s trajectory according
to differing velocities. However, the reference system is based
on space-based anchors that divide the whole domain into
equal grid cells whose centroids are used as the anchor points.
This solution is easy to implement but cannot capture the dis-
tribution of the trajectories. Thus it may be too fine-grained
for sparse trajectory distributions but too coarse for dense ones
(Su et al. 2013). Furthermore, He et al. (2015) use selection
mechanisms to decide on the reference systems and param-
eters used to construct prefix trees. However this is difficult
and time-consuming to directly implement, especially with real-
time data. In such cases, direction-weighted sampling is not
sufficient. Whilst there have been prior attempts to solve these
problems, e.g. through generation of synthetic trajectories to
obfuscate real trajectories, to the best of our knowledge, the
approach described here is the first system that provides private
trajectories publication based on both a private reference system
and a private trajectories release system.

3. Background

In this section, related preliminary concepts are given, fol-
lowed by a solution overview. Major notations used in this paper
are given in Table 1.

3.1. Trajectories data

3.1.1. Natural trajectory
A nature trajectory tj is a bounded and time-ordered se-
quence of locations, e.g. longitude and latitude coordinates,
extracted from a real route according to regular or irregular in-
terval, i.e., tj = [p1t1, p2tn, …, pntn]. Generally, tj can be given as
tj = [p1, p2, …, pn] when the focus is on its spatial features, and
n = |tj| is the length of this trajectory. An anchor point might
for example be a museum or a train station.

Note that the natural trajectory can vary with different sam-
pling approaches. The key is to attempt to choose the locations
which are used to represent the trajectory. This can include a
time interval sampling strategy and a distance interval sam-
pling strategy that are themselves based on the real route. The
natural trajectory in social media is sampled by user Tweets,
which can have arbitrary time intervals and spatial loca-
tions. The universe trajectories domain can be given as T = [IT1,
IT2, …, ITn], in which |T| represents the number of individuals
and IT is the set of individual trajectories. Here IT = [tj1, tj2, …,
tjm] represents a natural trajectory of one individual.

3.2. Reference system

3.2.1. Anchor points
Anchor points are relatively stable locations in the spatial domain
that do not change much, compared to trajectory data. Anchor
points are used to construct reference systems.

3.2.1.1. Cluster-based anchors. This solution aggregate clus-
ters from sufficient archived trajectories data and uses centroids
of clusters as anchors. Specifically, we cluster historical tra-
jectory datasets through density-based clustering approaches
such as DBSCAN (Ester et al. 1996), which can then merge
densely populated clusters to extra anchor points. However
there are some drawbacks when performing cluster ap-
proaches directly. For example, anchors should be relatively
stable and they need sufficient amounts of archived trajectories.

Table 1 – Summary of notations.

Notations Description

T Universe of trajectories
IT Individual trajectories set
tj Single raw trajectory
tj′ Single calibrated trajectory
p A point of a trajectory
P A set of points
a Anchor point
A Set of anchor points
cd(nd) All children nodes of node nd
CT Calibrated universe of trajectories
RT Private released trajectories
c(nd) The count of node nd
c′(nd) The noise count of node nd
c(t,x) The amount of sequence x in t
c(T,x) The amount of sequence x in T
TP(nd) Trajectories sequence from root to node nd
RF(tj) The sub-sequence tj without the first element
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Furthermore it can be the case that significant locations may
be filtered out as noise. To overcome these drawbacks, anchors
can be harvested by solutions that improve the clustering ap-
proach to discover clusters that meet not only the density
condition but also the feature situation (e.g. direction change),
which can reduce the scale of clusters and ensure that they
contain the desired features. Such features, like turning points
and congestion points, can characterise the shape of trajec-
tories comprised of fewer location points.

3.2.2. Reference system

3.2.2.1. Deification. A reference system RS is an anchor points
dataset, namely RS A = [a1, a2, …, am], where A is a set of anchor
points with geometry based on relative fixed landmarks. This
feature can guarantee the consistency of the trajectory when
processed by the reference system.

3.2.2.2. Calibration process. After constructing a reference
system, trajectories can be calibrated based on the set of ho-
mogeneous anchor points. This process occurs as follows: with
a reference system RS consisting of a set of anchor points A,
the calibration process for one trajectory tj = [p1, p2, …, pn] based
on RS involves transforming T into tj′ = [a1, a2, …, am] (ai ∈ A
where 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and m may equal with n or not). Hence tj′ is
the calibrated trajectory of tj. The main purpose of calibra-
tions is to construct a new trajectory tj′ that can respect the
original trajectory as much as possible, whilst reducing the
amount of points identified in the original route (Su et al. 2013).

3.3. Differential privacy

Differential privacy was proposed by Dwork et al. (2006). It is
based on the idea that valuable knowledge can be gained from
datasets (including individual identifying information), whilst
these sensitive data can be protected. It offers rigorous privacy
assurances that one individual cannot be recognised when-
ever this individual is in or is deleted from the dataset, namely
the results will not change much.

The formalised definition of differential privacy is that if
an individual is deleted from a database, there are no outputs
that become obviously changed. Specifically, a private func-
tion F with ε-differential privacy for databases D1 and D2,
differing at most by one element from each other, satisfies dif-
ferential privacy if for all outcomes of the database S (S ⊂ Range
(F)) there is:

Pr F D S e Pr F D S1 2( ) ∈[ ] = ( ) ∈[ ]ε . (1)

Mechanisms that achieve ε-differential privacy can be
divided into several types. One example (adopted here) is
through introduction of a Laplace noise mechanism (Lap(σ)),
whose magnitude is related to the variation that the removal
of a single participant can cause on the output. The Laplace
Distribution (let µ = 0) with scale b is the distribution with prob-
ability density function:

Lap x b
b

e
x
b( ) = −1

2
. (2)

The variance of the Laplace distribution is σ2 = 2b2.

Δf D f D
D D

= ( ) − ( )
1 2

1 2
,

max . (3)

Differential privacy has two important properties:

• Sequential Composition: differential privacy provided by a
set of mechanisms Mi on an input set D is ∑i iε .

• Parallel Composition: if every mechanism Mi acts on a dis-
joint subset Di ∈ D, the privacy provided will be (max(εi))-
Differential Privacy for all Mi.

3.4. X-order Markov assumption

X-order Markov Assumption is a classic and robust solution
to deal with sequential data through probabilistic prediction
that can figure out the next location of a given trajectory based
on the existing k items (Jeung et al. 2007). This model adopts
a Markov independence assumption to efficiently describe large-
scale trajectories data, especially when k can be set as a small
value. This can achieve better utility with relatively minimal
amounts of overhead. Any trajectory sequence s ∈ P consist-
ing of x locations can be called x-grams. The combination law
for x-grams whereby s1 = [p11, p12, …, p1n] and s2 = [p21, p22, …,
p2n], then for all 2 ≤ i ≤ n, there is s1i = s2i−1, we can say s1 can
combine with s2 to generate J(s1:s2) = [p11, p12, …, p1n, p2n].

For trajectory tj = [p1, p2, …, pn], pi ∈ p, if ∀ + ∈x i n pn p� � , 1 ,
there is Pr p p p p Pr p p pn n n i x i+ + − +[ ] [ ]1 1 2 1 2, , , = , ,… … , where
Pr pn pi x pi+ − +[ ]1 2, ,… is a transition probability of the
Markov process, then tj follows an order x Markov process(x-1
grams). Pr p p pn i x i+ − +[ ]1 2, ,… can be estimated through:

Pr p p p
c tj p p p inT

c tj p
n i x n

i x n n

i x
+ − +

− + +

−
[ ] = = [ ]( )

( ) =1 1
1 1, ,
, , ],…
…

++[ ]( )1, ,
.

… p inTn

(4)

A Markov process helps to decide the next location to con-
struct an x-gram model based on current sequences, and the
maximum order of Markov process is x-1, where x can range
from 2 to maximum length grams. For example, if there are 3
trajectories in T, namely p1 → p2 → p3 → p1 → p3 → p1, p3 → p2

→ p1 → p2 → p1, p1 → p3 → p2 → p3 → p2. To obtain the approxi-
mate number of sequences of p1 → p2 → p3 → p1. For 2-grams,

this possible approximation is c p p P p p P p p1 2 3 2 2 3→( ) ∗ ( ) ∗ ( )

2
2

1 0 2 1
2

2 2 0 0
0 5= ∗

+ + +
∗

+ + +
= . . For 3-grams, the approxi-

mation is c p p p P p p p1 2 3 2 2 3 1
1

1 1 0 0
0 5→ →( ) ∗ →( ) = ∗

+ + +
= . .

3.5. System overview

The purpose of the work is to construct a privacy-preserving
trajectory publication model based on a privacy-enabled ref-
erence system. This requires:

(1) to build a differentially private reference system that
enables sampling of discrete raw trajectories according
to obfuscated geospatial locations of interest (GLIs);
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(2) to publish noisy calibrated trajectories (sequences)
through publication mechanisms with privacy guaran-
tees by building noise-enhanced prefix trees;

(3) to ensure the utility of released data through a differ-
entially private post-processing sampling approach, and

(4) to perform experimental analysis on large-scale trajec-
tory datasets from social networks to assess the utility
and effectiveness of our mechanism based on a set of
evaluation metrics.

Fig. 1 provides an overview of the system including the
Private Trajectory Calibration and Publication System (PTCP)
under Differential Privacy along with its core components.

3.5.1. Private reference system
It is necessary to apply discretising and sampling solutions over
raw trajectories to decrease the magnitude of candidate tra-
jectories whilst capturing most of the trajectory locations and
directions.To achieve this we discretise the trajectories domain
using the private reference system with cluster-based anchors
that are calculated using large-scale Cloud infrastructure. Hence,
the first step is to harvest a set of anchor points through private
density-based clustering. These are subsequently adopted to
transform raw trajectories (denoted by tj) into calibrated tra-
jectories (denoted by tj′) based on perturbed anchor point sets
within the private reference system. Specifically, the refer-
ence system aligns locations in raw trajectories to perturbed
anchor points. A prefix tree is used to index these calibrated
trajectories.

3.5.2. Trajectories sanitisation and complement
Our Private Trajectory Calibration and Publication System (PTCP)
with Differential Privacy uses a two-step sanitising method to
generate obfuscated trajectories (sequences). The first step is
to construct a noise-enhanced prefix tree. Specifically, we it-
eratively traverse the raw trajectories dataset to construct a

noise-enhanced prefix tree, which aims to preserve the sen-
sitive data in every trajectory from being damaged, i.e. it needs
to satisfy ε-differential privacy. This requires an estimation of
the length of the noise-enhanced prefix tree and how it handles
overheads and empty items. Publication of the noise-enabled
(privacy protected) prefix tree needs post-processing opera-
tions to ensure the consistency and accuracy of the noise-
enhanced prefix tree based on the consistency constraints.

To improve the utility of trajectory calibrating and sanitising
mechanisms, we introduce the complement step: Trajectories
Complement. A trajectory completion method is used to improve
the utility of the synthesised trajectories dataset through in-
serting additional (private) anchor points into the reference
system. This is particularly significant for sparse sampling
trajectories.

4. Private reference system

In this section, the method used to establish the private ref-
erence system (PRS) is described. Specifically, we focus on Tweet
harvesting and location extraction followed by cluster-based
anchor aggregation and perturbed release of information to
build the reference system. Individual trajectories are aligned
to this private reference system according to geometric
strategies.

4.1. General trajectories feature mining

The first step to build the reference system is to extract anchors.
To support this we use features of trajectories such as the con-
gestion points, intersections and turning points, etc. as anchor
points. These features can be calculated from the raw trajec-
tories using density-based clustering methods. Some features,
such as turning points, are available from existing road infor-
mation. Hence, we propose a novel clustering method for

Raw trajectories

Synthesized Trajectories

Twitter Harvesting

Location Extraction

Trajectory 
Construction

Prefix  Index

Private reference system

Cluster Discoverage

Anchors Points 
Extraction

Cluster-based Reference 
System

Trajectories Alignment

Trajectories Sanitization

Noisy Prefix Construction

Private Publication 

Post-processing for Utility

Trajectories Complement

Direction Weighted 
Sampling

Fig. 1 – Overview of solution.
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mining the feature points in the archived trajectories data-
base considering both their density and features. Our approach
is based on several observations:

(1) The regions with denser trajectory points are the most
popular locations, which can be more reasonably used
to re-describe the raw trajectories if used as anchor
points. Based on this, we can aggregate densely popu-
lated area clusters into groups and extract the centroids
of each cluster as anchor points.

(2) The regions with denser trajectory points near roads are
more likely to be intersections, where trajectories join
together or redirection happens. However, not every
cluster is a real intersection and the number of these
clusters is significant.

(3) Given a trajectory tj = [p1, p2, …, pn] and tj p p pn′ = …[ , , , ]1 2′ ′ ′ ,
their moving directions at point pi are given as p pi i+1

� ������
and

p pi i′ ′+1

� ������
respectively. There are likely to be many trajecto-

ries that change direction at intersections, therefore, if
the angle ag between is in (0, π), there is potential in-
tersection.The more ag tends to π/2, the higher probability
there is an intersection.

Hence, we improve the density-based clustering algo-
rithms (e.g. DBSCAN) to aggregate locations in trajectories whilst
considering the direction changes through the F-DBSCAN which
is used for discovering popular routes. This novel clustering
algorithm is divided into two parts:

(1) cluster archived trajectories database using DBSCAN with
related smaller Eps (Ester et al. 1996) and bigger MinPts
(Ester et al. 1996);

(2) F-DBSCAN is used to distinguish points that satisfy di-
rection changes, and then perform density based
clustering on previous point sets with noisy point filtering.

In F-DBSCAN, the density-connected relation is modified to
coherence-connected relation, where coherence of points p1
and p2 is given as:

coherence p p exp
ED p p

sin1 2
1 2,
,

. .( ) = − ( )⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟δ

θ
α

β (5)

Here ED is the Euclidean Distance, θ is the angle between
p1 and p2, α and β are tuning parameters, and δ is a scaling factor
(Chen et al. 2011a). In addition, if the coherence (p1, p2) is bigger
than the threshold µ, we can say they are Directly Coherence-
Connected, denoted by p1 �p2. If ∃ p1 �p3 and p2 �p3, we can
say p1 and p2 are Coherence-Connected, denoted by p1 �p2.
Cluster C should satisfy the following conditions:

(1) Maximality: Given p1 ∈ C, if p1 �p2 with threshold µ, then
p2 ∈ C;

(2) Connectivity: ∀ ∈ ≠( )p p C p p1 2 1 2, , p1 and p2 are
coherence-connected with threshold µ;

(3) The size of C should be bigger than the cluster size
threshold.

Intuitively, the F-DBSCAN algorithm can be understood as
follows.

The inputs of Algorithm 1 are initial threshold values µ and
φ; and the universal set of trajectory points P. We construct an
R-tree index on the universal set of trajectory points (line 1),
and evaluate each point p in P as follows. Firstly, we inspect
whether p has been clustered or not through the clustered flag
(line 3). If not, a new queue SD is used to seed a new point and
a new set RL is used to store result points. We pop SD until it
becomes a null queue to generate a cluster (lines 8–17). Spe-
cifically, we collect all other points around the popped point
p′ within r to get the points set P′ (lines 9–10), and then check
every point in P′. If the point is not clustered but Directly
Coherence-Connected with p, it will be added into RL as a new
seed in SD, and then we literately use the new seeds to expand
RL until there is no seed left in SD (lines 11–17). When the loop
is finished, RL will be checked, if the size of RL is not less than
the size threshold φ, it will be added into cluster C and all points
in RL will be marked as clustered (lines 19–25). Finally RL is
cleared and we turn to the next point in P (lines 26–27).
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Note the radius in the range query we set as the largest
ED(p1, p2) satisfying coherence ≥ µ (Chen et al. 2011a). Namely,

exp
ED p p

sin− ( )⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

≥1 2,
.

δ
θ μ

α
β . Given θ = φ/2, there is

ED p p ln1 2, .( ) ≤ − ( )δ μα , hence we can set r = − ( )δ μα. ln .

4.2. Perturbed anchors extraction

Algorithm 2 [DPGLFE] is used to extract GLIs with differential
privacy guarantees based on F-DBSCAN. As seen from Algo-
rithm 2, the input variables are the universal trajectory set of
locations data, and the threshold µ and φ for F-DBSCAN. Lap(σct)
is used for perturbing the counts of each cluster Cj extracted
by F-DBSCAN, and Lap(σcc) is used to perturb the centroid of
each cluster Cj extracted by F-DBSCAN. If the perturbed count
CT′ is greater than the threshold ic, then the region Cj is marked
as a GLI. The centroid of Cj is used for the next step of the
privacy evaluation metrics. The output of this algorithm is G
– the set of privacy preserved GLIs given as the region cen-
troids, Cgp, i.e. the set of privacy preserved counts of points.

The count sensitivity and the centroid sensitivity
for the cluster Cj are given as follows. The count sensitivity
Δfct

j is defined as MAX(NUMindividual(points)), ∀individual ∈ Cj.

So σ
εct

j ct
j

ct

f= Δ
, where εct is the privacy distribution in the count-

ing points step. The centroid sensitivity Δfcc
j is defined as

MAX distance pi pj pi p Ci j, ,( )( ) ∀ ∈2 . So σ
εcc

j cc
j

cc

f= Δ
, where εcc is

the privacy level of the counting centroid step.
This algorithm contains a loop where the core points are

regarded as points in a domain on which to cluster. The stop
condition is when approximately 50% of the points are core
points. At this point this method will start a gathering proce-
dure to cluster the rest of the parts around the core points that
discovered in clusters with Eps2 as the radius value (Su et al.
2001). Note that the method NoisyLap(σ) to perturb a real

location coordinate lr(xr, yr) to a perturbed location coordi-
nate lp(xp, yp) was introduced by Dewri (2013). Accordingly, our
perturbing approach is achieved by using a Laplace distribu-
tion with scale σ > 0 to perturb a location lr(xr, yr) such that:

Pr x x e Pr y y er p

x x

r p

y yr p r p

→( ) = →( ) =−
−

−
−1

2
1

2σ σ
σ σ, . (6)

In Equation (6), σ is set at max x min xn n n n cc−( ) ε to generate
xp, and set at max y min yn n n n cc−( ) ε to generate yp. It should be
noted that this approach for achieving a Laplace noise mecha-
nism is to perturb c so that c Sgn q q= ( ) ( )σ ln 12 , where q is a
random value drawn from a uniform distribution between [−0.5,
0.5], and Sgn is a function that distributes the perturbation
around c (Dewri 2013).

4.3. Geometry-based trajectory calibration

Based on the cluster-based anchor reference system using sea-
sonal tweets, each trajectory can be calibrated through
alignment. Specifically, the locations in a trajectory are aligned
to specific anchor points according to a geometric strategy.This
geometry-based calibration method maps the locations in the
trajectory to the anchor points according to the spatial rela-
tionship between them. The strategy used in geometry-based
calibration method is to discover the nearest anchor point for
every location in the trajectory. This uses the maximum dis-
tance threshold η to restrict the maximum distance used to
map locations in trajectories to anchor points. Thus if there
are no anchor points within η for one location in a given
trajectory, this location will be removed. In addition, this so-
lution can reduce redundancy in trajectories, since points
p p pn n m, , ,+1 … in tj = [ ]+ +p p p p p pn n m m j1 1 1, , , , , , , ,… … … can be
merged into one anchor point when they have the same nearest
anchor point. This process is shown in Fig. 2. If we use a con-
strained nearest neighbour searching solution for geometry-
based calibration methods on raw data, the logarithmic-
scale complexity is huge. Therefore, an R-Tree index is
constructed on the raw trajectories before calibration, which
can reduce the logarithmic-scale complexity to (O(log|A|)) for
each location in the trajectory, and (O(|T|log|A|)) for all loca-
tions in T.

5. Private trajectories release

To protect the privacy trajectory sequences under differen-
tial privacy, we propose a private trajectory release solution (PTR)

p
1

a1

a2

a3

a4

a5

a6
a8

a7

a9

p1
p2 p3

p4
p5

Fig. 2 – Geometry-based trajectory calibration.
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that divides noise-enhanced prefix tree construction and private
release generation. Furthermore, we propose an effective post-
processing strategy that inserts anchor points into aligned
trajectories through evaluating these missing anchor points that
may be passed by and revise the global directions. This adap-
tive noise-enhanced prefix tree construction algorithm (Section
5.1-5.4), pruning solution (Section 5.5) and post-processing
(Section 5.6-5.7) are described in detail in the next sections.
A noise-enhanced prefix tree is for example in Fig. 3.

5.1. Noise-enhanced prefix tree building algorithm

In this section, we present a differentially private noise-
enhanced prefix tree construction with considerable
improvement over current solutions. Specifically, we propose
an adaptive pruning method to process empty nodes in the
noise-enhanced prefix tree construction, which improves both
utility and efficiency. Moreover, a geometric privacy budget at-
tribution strategy is adopted to increase the utility. Algorithm
3 demonstrates the noisy prefix construction and private release
generation based on the calibrated trajectories database CT,
the total privacy budget ε, the initial threshold θ, and the
maximal x-gram size xmax.

The inputs of this algorithm are calibrated trajectories da-
tabase CT, the total privacy budget ε, the initial threshold θ,
and the maximal x-gram size xmax. Firstly, we initialise a prefix
tree PT and create a virtual rt (root node) (line 1). Lines 2–35
introduce the adoptive noise-enhanced construction starting
with unigrams until xmax is reached. To achieve this, we find
all sequences until the count is greater than the threshold whilst
their length is less than xmax, and then extend the noise-
enhancement to a sufficient length according to Markov
assumptions. The algorithm iteratively generates each level of
T. We iteratively construct each node in level I. If the node is
not a leaf node, we use an EstimateHeight function (de-
scribed in detail in Section 5.2) to estimate the height of the
subtree of the node (line 7). Moreover, this height will be used
for PBD (Privacy Budget Distribution) function (described in
detail in Section 5.3) to decide the privacy budget allocated at
each level of the subtree for this node (line 8). In addition, line
9 shows how the allocated privacy budget is used to figure out
the threshold through the Threshold function (described in
detail in Section 5.4). Furthermore, we find all possible chil-
dren of this node, and count the frequency of trajectory prefixes
occurring from rt to this node in the database T (line 10). Ob-
viously, it is time and resource consuming to handle these huge
sparse possible children, even merged through the reference
system, since most of them are empty nodes. To tackle this,
we adopt an efficient solution that separately deals with po-
tential children divided into empty nodes and non-empty ones.
For these non-empty nodes, namely the count is non-zero, we
figure out the noise count by adding Laplace noise into the real
count (line 12). If the noise count is bigger than the thresh-
old, it will be added into PT, otherwise, it will be marked as a
leaf node (lines 13–18). For these nodes with 0 count, they will
be stored in the empty node (lines 19–21). For non-empty nodes
in the set empty, we use appropriate target summaries, such
as filters and samples, to adopt k empty nodes by a statisti-
cal process specific to the Laplace mechanism. Line 23 reveals

the first reduction solution that implements a high-pass filter
for the empty node noise count set to retain large values, re-
placing the small values as leaf node by the HighpassFilter
function (described in detail in Section 5.5). Line 24 reveals the
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second reduction solution that implements a sophisticated so-
lution, threshold sampling, for empty nodes noise count set
to sample by the ThresholdSampling function (described in
detail in Section 5.5). Finally, there is a post-processing step
(described in detail in Section 5.6-5.7) to improve utility, fol-
lowed by PrivateReleaseGeneration (described in detail in
Section 5.6) to release data (lines 36–37).

The entire exploration process stops if the height of the
prefix tree reaches nmax or there is no node that can be added,
i.e. its noise count cannot pass the threshold or the privacy
budget allocated at this level has run out.

5.2. Estimating the height of subtree

A good estimation of the height of a sequence from rt to a leaf
has a significant effect on the privacy budget distribution, hence
it should be finished first. In level 1 of PT, we need to con-
sider that every sequence from rt to a leaf has the max length
xmax. Therefore the privacy allocated on the first level is

1
1
−( ) ×
−( )
ω ε
ω xmax

(according to Section 5.3), due to the privacy con-

cerns. Furthermore, the noise count of each node can be
estimated using this allocated privacy budget. From level 2, we
can estimate the height of the sub-tree hs of each node in level
1 based on the conducted noise count using Markov assump-
tions. The sub-tree hs can be denoted as the length of a
sequence linking each node with the biggest noise count at
each level, denoted by ndmax, until there are no nodes’ noise
counts above the threshold.The transiting probability from ndmax

to the next level ndmax is denoted by Ptmm, and can be calcu-
lated by Markov assumptions.

As probability P L L to L P L L to L P L L to Li i i i i i+ + +( ) ≈ ( ) ≈ ( )1 1 1 2 1 3: : :
P Li+≈ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ≈ ( )1: , we can use P(Li+1), namely the unigram

to estimate P(Li + 1|L1 to Li). Therefore, Ptmm = max P(Li+1),
Li+1 ∈ p. Intuitively, the estimated noise count of ndmax

is c′(current node) * Ptmm. Based on the assumption in
Chen et al. (2012b) that Ptmm between each level is
the same, there is ′ ( )c current node * Ptmm

hs �θ , namely,

hs � log
c currentnode

Ptmm

θ
′ ( )

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

. As hs should be restricted in

xmax−i, hence hs =
′ ( )

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

−⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

min ,log
c currentnode

x iP maxtmm

θ
.

5.3. Privacy budget distribution

The simplest way to distribute privacy budgets across the tree
is through uniform distribution, that is, to divide the privacy
budget into h equal parts, namely θ/h, where h is the height
of the tree. This case is suitable for the full tree, however, the
fact is that not all sequences from root to each node exist. Hence
the uniform privacy budget distribution strategy leads to
wastage of privacy budget. Thus we use the geometric privacy
budget distribution strategy presented by Cormode et al. (2012),
which geometrically assigns the privacy budget across the trees.
This budget distribution strategy is adapted to allocate the re-
maining privacy budget for the subtree of the current node after
the height of this node is predicted. Specifically, given εrt as the
privacy budget allocated at the root level, the privacy budget
distributed at level i node is ε ε ωi rt

i= × , here ω = 2
1
3 is a

multiplicative factor that increases the budget as we move
down PT. According to Sequential Composition, there is
ε ε ε ε ω εrt i

hs
i rt i

hs
rt

i
remaining+ ∑ = + ∑ × ==

−
=
−

1
1

1
1 , from which we can es-

tablish ε
ε

ω
ω ε

ωrt
remaining

i
hs i

remaining

hs
=

+ ∑
=

−( ) ×
−( )=

−1
1

11
1 for each allocated

privacy budget at each level of the subtree. For a node at level
i in PT, a noise count c′(nd) = c(nd) + noise is generated, where

the noise is drawn from Laplace(
Δf

iε
). Note that we have to use

the largest Δf, that is the maximal length of sequence in T in
case differential privacy is disrupted.

5.4. Variable threshold

The variance of the Laplace distribution Lap(εi), namely V(Lap(εi)),
is 2/ εi

2 , can be adopted as an indicator of the total amount of
noise that is added. For a non-empty node u, the threshold is

set at θ
ε

= 2 2

i

, which is twice the standard deviation of noise.

Furthermore, we can choose those nodes whose noise count
is greater than θ. This threshold is relatively large since effi-
ciency is the concern in the non-empty case since this always
contains more numbers of non-empty nodes compared to
empty items.

For these empty nodes, if their noise counts are greater
than the threshold, so called abnormal nodes, they will

Root
Noisy 
Count

L2 8 L4 6L1 5

L2 4 L3 1 L4 0L1 0

L3 10

L2 1 L3 2 L4 0L1 7

L2 2 L3 1 L4 0L1 4

ε1

ε2

ε3

Fig. 3 – Noise-enhanced prefix tree.
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introduce numerous errors. To address this, we use an adap-
tive variable threshold strategy by controlling the number of
such nodes. Let pθ be the probability of noise count that is
greater than the threshold θ. Intuitively, when we try to expand
the node, there will be |P| · pθ its empty child nodes that can
pass θ. Here we can control the total number of abnormal nodes
to be less than 1, namely |P| · pθ ≤ 1. In addition, this kind
of noise is drawn from the Laplace distribution, that

is p
f

exp
x

f
dx exp

f
θ θ

α α αε ε θε= ∫ −⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

= −⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

∞

2
1
2Δ Δ Δ

, where the εa is the

privacy budget allocated to this node, and Δf is the sensitiv-
ity, i.e. the maximal length of the total sequences sqmax. Hence,

the threshold θ
εα

≤ sq
ln

Pmax

2
. So we take

sq
ln

Pmax

εα 2
as the

threshold.

5.5. Creating spare summaries

Computing and storage will overflow if there are too many
empty node candidates when performing the expansion pro-
cedure. Hence, it is vital to provide an operational method to
generate a summary of these empty nodes with privacy guar-
antees. Relying on the situation that every empty node has an
equal possibility to be chosen, where random noise is drawn
from the same probability distribution function, the amount
of selected empty nodes is subject to a probability of Bino-
mial distribution B(n, p), where n is the count of empty nodes
and p is the node being chosen. After perturbation, the noise
count may be negative, but it is not a meaningful value. Hence,
these negative values are rounded up to zero. This spare sum-
maries approach can be divided into two parts: high-pass
filtering and threshold sampling.

High-pass filtering is the simplest solution to reduce data.
Let τ ≥ 0 be the cut-off value to separate a small value from a
large one. If a noise count cannot pass τ, then we set this count
as 0. Since the number of empty nodes can be huge, it is slow
and inefficient to add noise to each empty node. Instead, we
adopt a statistical process that can attain the same overall dis-
tribution over the outputs. Let pτ denote the probability that
an empty node passes the filter τ, we choose k nodes that
pass the high-pass filter according to the distribution B(n, pτ).
Specifically, for each non-empty node, if the noise count is
greater than τ after adding Laplace noise, we use it for PT. For
empty nodes, we sample a value k from B(n, pτ), where

p
f

exp
x

f
dx exp

f
τ θ

α α αε ε θε= ∫ −⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

= −⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

∞

2
1
2Δ Δ Δ

, and then uniformly

choose k random empty nodes. The noise value of each of
these k empty nodes is sampled from the distribution
P X x exp x≤( ) = − −( )1 θε εα α .

Threshold sampling is a more sophisticated solution to
reduce data, which can be implemented to generate a random
sample of empty nodes instead of generating all noisy empty
nodes. Let the absolute value of the noise count be the weight
of this node, given the threshold ψ, then the probability that

this node is added is p min
c nd

nd = ′ ( )⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ψ

, 1 . For each non-empty

node, after adding noise, it will be adopted according to the

probability p min
c nd

nd = ′ ( )⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ψ

, 1 . For the empty node, we sample

a value k from B(n, pψ), where p
f f

exp
f

ψ
α α

α

ψε ψε
ψε= − −⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟

Δ Δ
Δ

, and

then uniformly choose k random empty nodes. The noise
value of each of these k empty nodes is sampled from the
distribution:

Pr c nd n nd P
Pr nd P c nd n Pr c nd n

Pr nd P

min
n

′ ( ) = ∈[ ] =
∈ ′ ( ) =[ ] ′ ( ) =[ ]

∈[ ]

= ψψ
ε

ψε ψε
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α

α α

α

,
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2
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f
f f
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f

Δ
Δ Δ

Δ
(7)

Proof. For each empty node nd, it is sampled

with p min
c nd

nd = ′ ( )⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ψ

, 1 . Hence, Pr nd p c nd n∈ ′( ) =[ ]

min
c nd= ′ ( )⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
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, 1 . Let c′(nd) be denoted by variable n and

allocated ε by εα, then Pr c nd n exp
n

f
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Δ
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However, it is non-trivial to choose an appropriate thresh-
old filter, since a lower threshold allows too many items to pass
whilst a higher threshold removes too many true nodes. Con-
sequently, we combine the filtering and sampling to propose
an integrated solution, in which filtering eliminates small
count nodes that are very likely noise and then samples the
results.

In this case, let the threshold τ for the filtering be smaller
than ψ for the sampling, i.e. 0 < τ < ψ. The nodes with abso-
lute value of noise count less than τ will be reduced directly
and more than ψ will be adopted. For the non-empty nodes,
we add Laplace noise into the real count, followed by filter-
ing and sampling. For the empty nodes, let c′(nd) be denoted
by variable n and allocated ε by εα, this distribution of noise

count c′(i) after filtering is: |n| ≥ τ, Pr c i n exp
n

f
′ ( ) =[ ] = −⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
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1
2

εα
Δ

and Pr c i
f
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f
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f
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⎞
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⎞
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0 2
2
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Δ Δ Δ
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Given the threshold for sampling ψ, the probability of choos-
ing the node is:
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Hence, we can use pτ,ψ to decide the number of empty nodes
to sample. The noise count of sampled nodes from this dis-
tribution is given by:

Pr c nd n nd P
Pr nd P c nd n Pr c nd n

Pr nd P
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Note that the approach draws the noisy node count from
distribution as follows. Firstly, a uniform random rd value in
(0, 1) is selected, and then the CDF of noisy value distribution
is used to find the x in Pr X x r≤[ ] = , which can be used as the
noisy value.

5.6. Private release generation

After constructing noise-enhancement, it is necessary to release
the trajectories. Since the relative low height of the noise-
enhancement is not sufficient to represent the real trajectories
directly, it is essential to expand noisy prefixes that can be more
widely used. Based on Markov assumptions, we can extend the
noise-enhanced sequences, followed by release of a syn-
thetic sequential database from the extended prefix tree.
Specifically, the Private Release Generation can be divided into
two phases: extending n-grams to n+1-grams, and estimat-
ing the noise count of these extended nodes based on Markov
assumptions.

• Combination. Given two n-gram sequences s1 = [p11, p12, …,
p1n] and s2 = [p21, p22, …, p2n] then if for all 2 ≤ i ≤ n, there is
p pi i1 2 1= −( ) , we can say s1 can combine with s2 to generate
J(s1:s2) = [p11, p12, …, p1n, p2n]. For the noisy n-height prefix
tree PT, we can extend the n-grams to at most lmax-grams,
where the lmax is the longest sequence in T. From level n, we
can iteratively extend n-grams level by level to generate n+1-
grams by combining all possible n-grams in level n.

• Noise count estimation. The noise count of the combined
sequence J(s1 : s2) is denoted by |J(s1 : s2)|. Using x-order
Markov assumptions, we can estimate this noise count by:

J s s c s P p p p p

c s P p p p
n n

n

1 2 1 2 11 12 1

1 2 12 12

: , , ,
: , , ,
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1 2 21 22 2 1

1
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, , ,
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� 22

21 22 2 1
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nc p p p
( )

′ ( )−( ), , ,
.

�
(8)

Finally, Private Release Generation is finished when there
are no grams that can be combined or reach the lmax.

The last step is used to release trajectories data based on
the extended noise-enhanced PT. Specifically, let the height of
the extended noise-enhancement PT be hp. We generate tra-
jectories level by level starting from level hp. For each node nd
at level hp, c′(nd) copies of sequences from root to nd are given,
and we reduce the noise counts of all nodes in the sub-
grams of TP(nd), namely the sub-grams that can be generated
from TP(nd). Based on a hash map structure, we can handle
each update in constant time.

5.7. Trajectory complement

One difficulty of trajectories from social media is that the sam-
pling rate of geospatial points is comparatively low, which brings
in bias to direction and important sequences might be lost.
Hence, we introduce a complementary phase to insert anchor
points from the reference system into the synthesised trajec-
tories, through approximating important but missed anchor
points.

Our trajectory complementary approach is conducted over
private aligned trajectories using obfuscated anchor points with
privacy guarantees. As the direction is unlikely to change
between two consecutive geospatial points in a single trajec-
tory, trajectory complements can be conducted by inserting
specific anchor points near the line segments between any two
consecutive locations of a single trajectory, followed by esti-
mating the order of these inserted anchor points.

As shown in the Algorithm 4, the input of this algorithm
is the Released Trajectories data RT, anchor point dataset A,
the threshold Ω for the distance between points and line seg-
ments. Firstly, we store all line segments li linking any two
adjacent locations pi and pi+1 in released trajectories rt in an
array Line (line 1). Moreover, we determine if these anchor points
can be inserted into li and their order literately (lines 3–21). Spe-
cifically, we add these anchor points whose distance to li is less
than the threshold Ω into points set n (lines 5–10). These are
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the candidate points used to decide for the inserted points into
list L. Furthermore, we compare the candidate points in n with
the reference point a′ in List L (start at ai and then turn to next
inserted point). We find the nearest point a* in n with decided
reference point a′ (lines 11–13), followed by judging the angle
between them (line 14). If the angle ′( )+a a a ai i, , ,*

� ����� � �������
1 is less than

π/2, that is the direction does not change much after insert-
ing a*(line 14). Hence we can insert a* into the candidate List
with sequential order and change the value of the reference
point a′ to a* (lines 15–16). Furthermore, this nearest point a*
will be deleted from the set n (line 18). This process will be re-
peated until there are no candidate points left in N, which
means all points that can be inserted in-between pi and pi+1
are found and ordered in List M. Finally, anchor points in list
M will be inserted in-between pi and pi+1 in order (line 20).

6. Private analysis

6.1. Threat model and assumptions

In this scenario, the adversary model is assumed as the dis-
honest party that is interested in analysis of published data to
infer sensitive information through the application protocol.The
server that maintains and publishes trajectories data is treated
as the trusted third party, whose aim is to prevent the adver-
sary from extracting additional information from the sanitised
trajectories data by performing an analysis to estimate indi-
vidual frequent trajectories pattern and sensitive locations.

The privacy preservation is defined as follows: Given a
spatial-temporal dataset T and sanitised spatial-temporal
dataset R, the privacy can be preserved in R if (1) individual
sensitive location cannot be determined from R and (2) the ad-
versary cannot generate an approximation for any trajectory
t ∈ T from R. Generally, the privacy issues in this scenario can
be defined as follows:

1. How to estimate the privacy exposure of the individual sen-
sitive locations and trajectories from published spatial-
temporal dataset R?

2. How to protect privacy for the user sensitive locations when
mining published spatial-temporal dataset R?

3. How to protect privacy for the user individual trajectory
when using published spatial-temporal dataset R?

Here, three well-known privacy threats are adopted:

1. Identification Threat: The adversary cannot infer any indi-
vidual sensitive locations, e.g. home and work place, even
the adversary performs spatial-temporal data mining on the
published datasets.

2. Profiling Threat: The adversary should not use the pub-
lished trajectories to profile the user (e.g., religious places).

3. Tracking Threat: The individual mobility patterns and po-
tential future location should not be able to be inferred from
the published spatial-temporal datasets.

6.2. Differential privacy analysis

For privacy analysis, we prove that our PTCP satisfies
ε-differential privacy. The PTCP can be achieved into two

successive steps, i.e. private reference system and private tra-
jectory release, since there are two data publication stages, one
for perturbed anchor points publication and the other is for
sanitised trajectories release. By composition properties of dif-
ferential privacy, PTCP ensures εpr + εpg = ε-differential privacy,
where εpr is used for private reference system and εpg is used
for private trajectory release. For the first step, it is achieved
in two stages, i.e. count perturbation and centroid perturba-
tion. Here, εpr = εct + εcc, and the count sensitivity, i.e. Δfct

j , is
MAX(NUMindividual(points)), and centroid sensitivity, i.e. Δfcc

j , is
MAX(distance(pi, pj))/2. Hence, by adding random noise

form Laplace
fct

j

ct

Δ
ε

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
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to each cluster count and random noise

form Laplace
fcc

j

cc

Δ
ε

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
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to each centroid, Algorithm 2 satisfies εct + εcc-

differential privacy.
For the second step, let lmax be the longest sequence in the

original trajectories database T, so adding or removing one in-
dividual trajectory (T′) can affect at most lmax root to leaf
sequence, denoted by SE(lmax), that is Δf = lmax. Given function
M(T) denoting the noise-enhanced trajectories, there are at most
|P|x nodes in the noise-enhanced PT, denoted by X, when the
noise-enhancement is for the full tree. The privacy budget al-
located to nd ∈ X is εnd. As we adopt the Laplace noise
mechanism, this can be represented as:
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Here ′ ( ) − ′ ′( )c nd c nd T, is the amount of affected root to leaf
sequences traversing p, and ∑ =i

l
nd pg

max
1 ε ε� , where εpg is the total

privacy budget used for private trajectory release.
Thus, performing Lap(lmax/εnd) to every node count satisfies

εnd-differential privacy. Furthermore, we build noise-
enhancements by adding Laplace noise to each node’s subtree,
in which privacy budget is split geometrically across the levels
of the subtree. This again ensures εnd-differential privacy ac-
cording to sequential composition. Creating Spare Summaries
does not affect the differential privacy guarantees, since pruning
decisions are made after noise is added. The utility improve-
ment approaches also follow differential privacy since they are
performed after noise is added. In addition, the private refer-
ence system includes differential privacy guarantees.

7. Experimental evaluation

In this section, our PTCP is empirically evaluated using geo-
spatially tagged tweets. We measure results both in utility and
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privacy. We describe our data harvesting and raw trajectories
database construction in Section 7.1, followed by the utility
evaluation metrics in Section 7.2. Finally, we perform these
utility metrics on raw trajectories to obtain empirical results
and analysis in Section 7.3.

7.1. Database

The trajectories database of roads consists of two parts. The
first part is the tweets generated on roads or within ξ1 of a
road, and the second part is the tweets that contain traffic con-
gestion related context made around roads within distances
(ξ1, ξ2). All of the data harvesting and preprocessing are
implemented on the Australian National eResearch Collabo-
ration Tools and Resources (NeCTAR) Research Cloud
(www.nectar.org.au). It is realised using the OpenStack Cloud
software. The harvester itself implements a RESTful client that
connects to the Twitter Search API.The returned tweets are pro-
cessed and incorporated into the NoSQL database (CouchDB).
This processing involves removal of tweets that do not explic-
itly have geo-spatial information included (latitude/longitude).
CouchDB was selected in part as it natively supports
MapReduce. The system supports elastic scaling and more har-
vesters can be deployed across Cloud resources. Four medium-
sized virtual machines with 8 Gb memory and eight virtual CPUs
with 250 Gb volume storage and 100 Gb object storage were used
as the basis for the work. Since Twitter imposes restrictions
on data access, e.g. one IP address only can be used to harvest
a certain amount of tweets in a single day, multiple data har-
vesting instances were used to increase the number of tweets
harvested and the velocity of tweet acquisition – a key aspect
of big data. Furthermore, multiple harvesters enhance the re-
liability of the tweet harvesting procedures.

After harvesting the Twitter data it is necessary to process
the tweets to generate useful results. For this purpose we have
used the MapReduce functions of CouchDB. CouchDB is an
Apache open source database, which unlike Relational Data-
base Management Systems stores the data in the form of
independent documents with each document identified with
a unique ID. For further analysis, non-English text and non-
ASCII letters were filtered from the tweet content. The latitude
and longitude of the tweets were used as keys and the user
Tweet id as the value. The dataset for the empirical analysis
comprises over 500 geospatial points per user. The total
number of tweets combining the data from the Search and
Stream APIs after removing duplicates was 1,301,603. After
preprocessing, the final data set was composed of 308,264 lo-
cations. These data were saved with the following structure:
UserId|PointID|Longitude|Latitude|Date. Finally the raw indi-
vidual trajectories database has constructed using the individual
locations of geospatial tagged tweets. Specifically, if the dis-
tance between two or more consecutive locations in the same
user’s geotagged tweets within t 120 min is more than d 100 m,
the trajectory can be aggregated using these location points
(Gabrielli et al. 2014). Here, t is the temporal threshold to dis-
tinguish two consecutive locations of the same user’s tweets,
which is the minimum spatial interval. Trajectories have been
created by aggregating two or more geo-located tweets pro-
duced by the same user in locations more than 100 m away

from one another, within a time interval lower than 75 min.
The spatial threshold was determined by analysing the dis-
tribution of spatial gaps among two consecutive tweets from
the same user. The temporal threshold was chosen in rela-
tion of the maximal duration of a ticket for the public
transportation system. In this way, a total of 9689 trajectories
were identified over three periods: 2991 during week 0; 4139
during week 1; and 2559 during week 2.

7.2. Evaluation metrics

To measure the degree of utility of the PTCP, we take the view
of Obfuscated Data Users (ODUs) who want to draw knowl-
edge from perturbed locations by sending queries and mining
the released trajectories data. Metrics for measuring privacy
and utility are given for assessment of the privacy exposure
and accuracy of obfuscated trajectories inferred by the ODUs
compared to the actual calibrated trajectories.

7.2.1. Privacy metrics

7.2.1.1. Privacy metrics for point scenario. We adopt Recallpot to
evaluate the privacy exposure at the location point level. Here,
the most important task was to find the threshold that can be
used to declare whether the real sensitive location was re-
recognised from the published locations or not. An optimal
threshold should be used to decide the degree of spatial close-
ness between sanitised location and its according real location.
It is better to choose a small threshold that can ensure a high
recall. The recall can be defined as follows:

Recall
Count of IST

Count of anchor points in the CT
pot = . (10)

Here, IS is the set of anchor points (sensitive locations) dis-
covered through performing F-DBSCAN on the raw location
database, and CT is the set of anchor points discovered through
performing F-DBSCAN with differential privacy guarantees on
the raw location database. IST is the set of anchor points in
CT that have more than one inferred anchor point from IS, i.e.
the Euclidean Distance between perturbed point and original
one is less than the threshold. For example, a1, a2, …, a5, namely
CT, are the anchor points discovered on original location dataset,
followed by performing differential privacy guarantees mecha-
nism on it in which the perturbed anchor point a a1 2*, * , namely
IS, can be found and the distance between a a1 1*, and a a2 2*, is
less than the threshold, namely the one inferred anchor points
from IS, then the Recall is 40%. As seen from the definition of
recall, this can be used to assess the percentage of anchor points
that have been re-recognised from the published perturbed
anchor points.

7.2.1.2. Privacy metrics for trajectory scenario. First, we should
find out the re-recognised trajectories from the noisy trajec-
tories release. Here Geographic Similarity (Liu and Schneider
2012) is introduced to find re-recognised trajectories. Given two
trajectories t1 = [p11, p12, …, p1n] from rt and t2 = [p21, p22, …, p2m]
from CT, the Geographic Similarity is denoted as follows:
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, DPL1 is

the short cut vector from the start location of t1 to the end
location, and cos(DPL1, DPL2) is the cosine of the angle between
DPL1 and DPL2. Hence, we can say that t1 can be re-recognised
from t2 if the geoDist(t1, t2) is less than the threshold υ. This
process is shown in Fig. 4.

The next step is to recognise the corresponding raw tra-
jectories (sequences) for every obfuscated trajectory extended
from noise-enhanced prefix trees. The privacy metric is recall,
namely, the number of real calibrated trajectories inferred by
the ODUs (Obfuscated Data Users). Recall can be described as
follows:

Recall
Count of IST

Count of trajectories in the CT
tra = . (12)

Here, IS is the set of trajectories in rt that have re-recognised
trajectories in CT, and IST is the trajectories that have more
than one re-recognised trajectory (geoDist between per-
turbed trajectory and original trajectory is less than threshold)
in the IS. As seen from the definition of recall, this can be used
to assess the percentage of trajectories that have been dis-
covered from the set of real trajectories by ODUs.

7.2.2. Utility metrics
For each trajectory t1 = [p11, p12, …, p1n] in IS, we use Euclidean
distance (ED), DTW, LCSS and EDR to figure out d(t1, t2) between
T and its corresponding trajectory t2 = [ p21, p22, …, p2m] in cali-
brated trajectories database CT respectively. Euclidean distance
ED(t1, t2), namely L2-norm, is used to value the similarity of
trajectories with the same length, which can be denoted as
follows (Wang et al. 2013):

ED t t
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n
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n
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,
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(13)

In addition, we can use Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) to
discover similar trajectory patterns between two given trajec-
tories that can be different in length without parameters being
required. DTW is a recursive method used to find all possible

location combinations between two given trajectories for the
one with minimal distance.

Moreover, we can use Edit Distance on Real sequence (EDR)
(Chen et al. 2005) as a supplementary trajectory similarity
measure, which is an edit distance using L1-norm.The ERP dis-
tance uses the normalised trajectory data to obtain amplitude
scaling and global spatial shifting. Given trajectory t1 = [p11,
p12, …, p1n] and t2 = [p21, p22, …, p2m], the aim of EDR is to match
each possible location pair (pi, pj) to count the minimum
number of edits required to make t1 and t2 equivalent, where
pi is in T and pj is in t′. This kind of matching is determined
if and only if x xp pi j− ≤ β and y yp pi j− ≤ β . If pi matches pj,
the edit distance between pi and pj is 0, otherwise it is 1. The
EDRβ (t1, t2) is given as follows:
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However, the above similarity measures are based on clean
and good quality trajectories, but some trajectories in social
media are of low quality.Therefore, it is necessary to use a more
robust similarity measure for this case. The Longest common
subsequence (LCSS) (Vlachos et al. 2002) allows some loca-
tions in unmatched trajectory when matching sequences in
trajectories. LCSS is an effective solution to handle our noisy
trajectory data with high accuracy. Given a trajectory t1 = [p11,
p12, …, p1n] and t2 = [p21, p22, …, p2m], a non-negative integer α
and the threshold β, the definition of LCSS is as follows:
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Here, α is the maximum index difference when compar-
ing locations from t1 and t2. The constant β defines the
maximum distance in each dimension allowed for two loca-
tions to be considered equivalent. RL(t1) is the sequence from
t1 with the last location removed. As we compare the per-
turbed trajectory with the associated original route and
calibrated sequence, smaller ED, DTW, PDTW, LCSS and EDR
distances mean a better similarity measure.

To measure the utility and robustness of trajectory datasets
published through PTCP, which are crucial indicators of utility,
K-nearest neighbours searching is adopted to evaluate the ef-
ficiency and robustness of released trajectories. The kNN query
is the most significant kind of similarity query, thus we ran-
domly pick 500 trajectories from T and discover their 20 NNs.
Then we perform our PTCP approach on the raw trajectories
database excluding the 500 chosen trajectories to obtain the
noisy release. Furthermore, we find the 20 kNNs of these 500
trajectories in the released trajectories. Finally, we calculate the
query precision between the new kNN results set and the origi-
nal set. In addition, we employ PrefixSpan to discover frequent
sequential patterns in T, CT and RT.

tj1

tj2

ctr(tj1)

ctr(tj2)

DPL1
Dist(tj1)

Fig. 4 – Geographic similarity.
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7.3. Evaluation analysis

In this section, we evaluate the privacy and utility of the PTCP
approach as described in Sections 4 and 5 over large-scale tweet
trajectory datasets in terms of the metrics introduced in Section
7.2. As noted our implementation was performed on virtual
machines offered through the NeCTAR Research Cloud. The
implementation itself was done in Java and Python.

We used the tweet location data sets as described in Section
7.1 to implement the experiments. This data set contained
308,264 geospatially tagged tweets from Melbourne-based (geo-
located) Tweeters with bounding box SW: [−80.320773, 25.711586],
NE: [−80.136924, 25.864451]. For each of these, the (latitude, lon-
gitude) coordinate values were expressed in (x, y) rectangular
coordinates for the coordinates for Melbourne. The distance
between each coordinate was calculated based on the Euclid-
ean distance.

The summarised features of the trajectories database are
given in Table 2, where |T| is the number of trajectories in T,
|p| is the locations universal size, |C| is the calibration loca-
tions universal size, max |T| is the maximum length of
trajectories in T, average |T| is the average length of trajecto-
ries, and max |T| is the maximum length of trajectories in T.

7.3.1. Perturbed anchor extraction results
Using the improved density-based clustering algorithms, namely
F-DBSCAN, we cluster the archived trajectories database. Based
on the clustered results, the anchor point sets are generated
by extracting the centroid of each cluster. Finally, 1218 anchor
points were identified containing features. To address the
privacy concerns, these raw anchor points are perturbed through
the Private Reference System Algorithm. Here, the threshold
value parameters were set as MinPts = 50 and Eps = 0.01 km.

As the privacy preserving mechanism is based on a
randomised approach, the results obtained are not determin-
istic. Therefore, we ran the experiment 20 times to obtain 20
independently obfuscated data sets, and the final results rep-
resent the mean value of these outputs. Note that the
experiments were performed on three classical differential
privacy leakage levels obtained by experiments as shown in
Table 3. Here, ε1 is the privacy budget used for private refer-
ence system, and ε2 is the privacy budget used for private
trajectories release. From this we identified 1102 obfuscated
anchor points as shown in Fig. 5.

7.3.2. Parameter setup for the PTCP mechanisms
Table 4 gives all the parameters used in the PTCP mecha-
nisms with default values (unless specified explicitly).

7.3.3. Visualisation of calibration and perturbation effect
We visualise the results to give an instinctive explanation of
the calibration and perturbation effect prior to carrying out the
evaluation of the quantitative performance in Fig. 6. Curve Raw
illustrates the raw trajectory sequences recognised from in-
dividual routes, which can be used as reference objects to
intuitively illustrate the similarity and quality among cali-
brated trajectories, perturbed trajectories and their
corresponding original trajectories. Curve Calibrated demon-
strates the calibrated trajectories using our private reference
system based on noisy anchor points. Intuitively, the better ref-
erence system can make supplementary for those anchor points
“around” the trajectory segments in space, and completeness
approach can insert more anchor points to obtain better cali-
brated results. Curve Noisy shows the perturbation effect using
the PTCP mechanism to synthesise the raw trajectories to
private release.

7.3.4. Privacy measures
In this part, we assessed the recall of the PTCP and PRS re-
spectively, as demonstrated in Figs. 7, 8 and 9, and the results
of recall at given thresholds (i.e. 0.2 for geographic similarity
geoDist and 0.1 for Euclidian Distance) are shown in Table 5.
It is clear that the recall of whole rate increases as ε becomes
larger. Namely, privacy and precision are trade-offs, i.e. the
higher degree the privacy is protected, the fewer trajectories
could be recognised. The results of threshold that can achieve
given recall (i.e. 30% for both point and trajectory scenarios)
are shown in Table 5. The results show that the higher the
privacy preserving level is, the larger the threshold is re-
quired to achieve given recall. Essentially, if the degree of privacy
protection is higher, fewer trajectories will be re-recognised.
The right figures in Figs. 7, 8 and 9 reveal how PRS addresses
the Identification and the Profiling threats by perturbing the
sensitive (frequently visited) locations and locations that may
profile individuals, which have been perturbed by adding
random noise under differential privacy. Therefore, in these
figures we present the recall of sensitive locations that can be
exposed over various thresholds; a sensitive location is treated
to be exposed if its perturbed location, in the published spatial-
temporal datasets, is spatially close to itself. As also described
in Table 5, we set different privacy preserving degrees, i.e.
various ε, for location perturbation. At a given privacy pre-
serving degrees, we figured out the recall of re-recognised
location over various thresholds. Setting threshold for Euclid-
ean Distance as 100 m, the recall of PRS for strong, normal and
weak privacy preserving level is 8.87%, 9.73% and 11.07% re-
spectively. This means the percentages of sensitive locations
that cannot be re-recognised at “all” privacy preserving levels
are all more than 88%, which reveal it is effectively preserv-
ing privacy in terms of sensitive locations when using the
threshold less than 100 m. Therefore, it is hard for the adver-
sary to confidently classify them as sensitive locations.
Moreover, setting a fix recall, e.g. 30%, the thresholds for three
privacy preserving levels strong, normal and weak are 358 m,

Table 2 – Features of the trajectories database.

Name |T| |p| |C| average |T| max |T|
Value 7953 252448 940 13 192

Table 3 – Differential privacy leakage levels.

Level of ε ε1 ε2

Strong 0.01 0.01
Normal 0.1 0.1
Weak 1 1
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334 m and 306 m respectively. This reveals that the threshold
increases as the privacy preserving level becomes stronger, since
less privacy budget means more amount of noise required,
namely the distortion between perturbed point and original
location rises.

The left figures in Figs. 7, 8 and 9 reveal how PRS ad-
dresses the Tracking threats by perturbing each individual
trajectory through performing private trajectory release mecha-
nism under differential privacy. Therefore, in these figures we
present the recall of sanitised individual trajectories that can
be exposed over various thresholds; a sanitised individual tra-
jectory is considered to be exposed if the geographic similarity
geoDis between its perturbed trajectory in the published spatial-
temporal datasets and itself is less than the threshold. As
described in Table 5 as well, we set different privacy preserv-
ing degrees, i.e. various ε, for trajectory perturbation. At a given
privacy preserving degrees, we figured out the recall of re-
recognised perturbed trajectories over various thresholds.
Setting threshold for geographic similarity geoDis as 0.2, the
recall of PRS for strong, normal and weak privacy preserving
levels is 5.1%, 7.98% and 9.52% respectively. When the se-
lected threshold is less than the one set for this experiment
(i.e. 0.2), obviously, the percentages of perturbed trajectories

Fig. 5 – Perturbed anchor points.

Table 4 – Parameters used in the PTCP.

Notation Explanation Default
value

ξ1 Distance for harvesting tweets on roads 5 m
ξ2 Distance for harvesting tweets near roads 10 m
Tt Time interval for trajectory recognition 120 min
Ts Space interval for trajectory recognition 100 m
η Threshold for trajectory alignment 50 m
Ω Threshold for trajectory complement 50 m
X Maximum x for x-orders 5

Table 5 – Recall for various thresholds.

Privacy level Recall of PTCP Recall of PRS

Strong 5.1% 8.87%
Normal 7.98% 9.73%
Weak 9.52% 11.07%

Privacy level Threshold of PTCP Threshold of PRS

Strong 1.175 0.358
Normal 0.829 0.334
Weak 0.768 0.306
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that cannot be re-recognised at “all” privacy preserving levels
are all more than 100%, thus it is effective to preserve privacy
in terms of perturbed trajectories. Therefore, it is hard for the
adversary to confidently infer the real individual trajectory from
the sanitised published trajectory datasets. Furthermore, setting
a fix recall, e.g. 30%, the thresholds for three privacy preserv-
ing levels strong, normal and weak are 1.175, 0.829 and 0.768
respectively. This reveals that the threshold increases as the
privacy preserving level becomes stronger, since less privacy
budget means more amount of noise required, namely more
distortion introduced.

Using the PTCP, as shown in the experimental analysis, it
is effective to (1) eliminate the privacy risk of sensitive locations

that can be revealed based on the published spatial-temporal
datasets using random noise perturbation under differential
privacy, (2) calibrate the locations in the original trajectory
with the perturbed anchor points using private reference
system and (3) an adversary is not able to generate even an
approximation of a trajectory from the published spatial-
temporal data when performing the private trajectory released
mechanism.

7.3.5. Utility measures
To experimentally evaluate the performance of PTCP, three data
analysis tasks are performed, namely similarity measure, KNN
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Fig. 6 – Visualisation of calibration and perturbation effect.
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Fig. 7 – Recall for weak privacy level.
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query and frequent sequential pattern mining. As a refer-
ence point, we compare the utility of PTCP with the Prefix
(private trajectory publication solution proposed in Chen et al.,
2011b), n-gram (private trajectory publication approach de-
signed in Chen et al., 2012a) and uniform (the privacy budget
allocation in PTCP is replaced by the uniform allocation mecha-
nism to show the benefit of the privacy budget allocation) in
terms of above three data analysis tasks on real-life spatial-
temporal datasets from geo-tagged tweets at strong privacy
preserving level.

7.3.5.1. Effect on similarity measures. In this experiment, we
determine the total and average ED, DTW, EDR and LCSS
between all re-recognised released sequences and their

associated original sequences with the PTCP mechanism used
to perform private trajectories release directly on raw trajec-
tories respectively. Based on these features, we can identify
whether sufficient utility of released trajectories is guaran-
teed by our approach. Specifically, there are over 70% released
trajectories that have one or more associate real trajectories
in terms of the similarity threshold given in the above steps,
denoted by trajectory pairs (tRel, tRea). We adopt the four kinds
of distance metrics, namely ED, DTW, EDR and LCSS, to cal-
culate the accumulative distance and average distance
respectively in terms of these different parameter combina-
tions. The experimental analysis is illustrated in Fig. 10. As we
can see from this figure, smaller distances denote the re-
leased trajectories are closer to the original trajectories. All
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evaluated distances increase sharply with a drop in the privacy
budget, hence a stronger privacy preserving level through in-
creased Laplace noise should be added. At a given privacy
budget, with the increase of k, the distances show decreasing
trends, whilst seem to increase with the increase of n. However,
the distances between perturbed and real trajectories using re-
leased trajectories generated from calibrated trajectories

considerably decrease compared to using released trajecto-
ries generated from raw trajectories directly, which proves the
accuracy and utility of released trajectories.

Based on these experimental results at different privacy pre-
serving levels, we can identify that stronger privacy preserving
levels will damage the utility, but our PTCP solution can main-
tain the overall utility.
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7.3.5.2. Effect on kNN query. To identify the efficiency and ro-
bustness of similarity analysis for released trajectories, we
perform K-nearest neighbour lookup queries over 500 random
chosen trajectories from T and discover their Z NNs. Then
we perform our PTCP approach on the raw trajectories data-
base excluding the 500 chosen trajectories to obtain the noisy
release trajectories using the PTCP mechanism and mecha-
nisms that perform private trajectories release directly on
original trajectories respectively. Furthermore, we find the Z
kNN of these 500 trajectories in the released trajectories. Finally,
we figure out the total and average ED, DTW, EDR and LCSS
between the new kNN result sets and original kNN result. As
we can see from Fig. 11, although all distance results in-
crease with an increase in the privacy budget, the calibrated
reference system can increase the accuracy of kNN query results
over performing the perturbed release approach directly on raw
trajectories.

As we can see from this figure, the distances increase,
namely the utility becomes worse, when the privacy level grows
stronger. Intuitively, the PTCP mechanism can preserve the
utility of released trajectories when performing kNN queries.

7.3.5.3. Effect on frequent sequential patterns mining. In addi-
tion, we perform the Frequent Sequential Patterns over the raw
trajectories database and the released trajectories database with
PTCP mechanism and mechanisms that perform private tra-
jectories release directly on raw trajectories database
respectively to discover their top-Y frequent sequential pat-
terns. Finally, we calculate the total and average ED, DTW, EDR
and LCSS between released trajectories and raw trajectories.
Given Y from 2 to 22, we use these four distances to evaluate
the utility of released trajectories with reference to the raw pub-
lication. As shown in Figs. 12 and 13, though all distance
measures increase with the decrease in privacy budget, our
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solution can achieve considerable utility for released trajec-
tories when performing Frequent Sequential Patterns Mining
over performing perturbed release approach directly on the
original trajectories.

In the evaluation of effect on similarity measures, as shown
in Fig. 10, compared with prefix, n-gram and uniform at strong
privacy preserving level, our PTCP approach can achieve smaller
ED, EDR and LCSS, i.e. the utility is improved. In the evalua-
tion for effect on KNN queries, as we can see from Fig. 11,
compared with prefix, n-gram and uniform at strong privacy
preserving level, our PTCP can achieve smaller ED and EDR at
various k values, revealing the utility is improved. The PTCP
mechanism can maintain the utility of released locations when
performing kNN queries, hence increase the accuracy of kNN
query results. In the evaluation of the effect on frequent se-
quential pattern mining, as we can see from Fig. 12, compared
with prefix, n-gram and uniform at strong privacy preserving
levels, the utility improvement of our PTCP on ED, EDR and LCSS
is noticeable. The main reason is that PTCP decreases the in-
formation loss and reduces the distortion by adding random
noise through combining calibration and complemented by the
private reference system with optimisation of private trajec-
tories release and adaptive privacy budget distribution. These
allow PTCP to perform well even under small privacy budget
constraints.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a Private Trajectories Calibration and
Publication System (PTCP) under Differential Privacy, which can
be used to release large-scale trajectories in social media (e.g.
Twitter) with privacy guarantees and higher utility. Our PTCP
approach mechanism proposes a differentially private refer-
ence system that enables sampling of discrete raw trajectories
according to obfuscated feature-based GLIs (as anchor points).
PTCP adopts a noisy calibrated trajectories (sequences) pub-
lication solution with privacy guarantees by building noise-
enhanced prefix trees, which can scale to large geospatial areas.
Moreover, the PTCP mechanism extends the utility of re-
leased data through a differentially private post-processing
sampling approach. We demonstrated that more privacy budget

is saved and utility is enhanced by calibration and
complemented by the private reference system. Optimisation
in private trajectories release and adaptive privacy budget dis-
tribution is supported, as the amount of perturbation distortion
induced through adding random noise is reduced. Empirical
studies using real-life location-based social network user tra-
jectories confirm that PTCP enables accurate and private
trajectory data publication, decreasing the total privacy cost
without compromising utility. Potential future work includes
the design of a private spatial-temporal data publication so-
lution for social media users which combine the numerical
information (e.g. latitude-longitude coordinates) and non-
numerical attributes (e.g. categorical or semantic content) of
social media data.
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